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Abstrat.
In the rst part we disuss briey the history of observatory publi-
ations. Then we express our opinion about the role and value of obser-
vatory publiations as inexpensive means of information exhange. We
think that observatory publiations should be preserved on the web, and
we argue that the tradition of observatory publiations should be ontin-
ued, The web ould provide the eetive means for irulation. Moreover,
we introdue the idea of preserving the ontents of observatory websites in
the form of observatory publiations: in linear text form, bound to nite
volumes, and numbered as a part of a series (note that this does not ne-
essarily involve paper). Observatories should ooperate with databases,
they would need methodologial help, standards should be strengthened,
and the ommunity of astronomy libraries should take part in this eort.
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1. History of observatory publiations
Even in the most anient of days, astronomers found it indispensable to reord
their observations. Throughout the millennia, observations were ommuniated
in greatly varying methods, ranging from uneiform lay tablets to digital media.
Before the era of book-printing, observations were preserved in manusript
form. With the advent of typography ame the printed alendars. Regiomon-
tanus' Deutshe Kalendarium had ountless Hungarian editions in the 1600's,
whilst the geographer David Frohlih published his alendars in native Hungar-
ian. Contrary to earlier alendars, this had aepted the Copernian system.
The Jesuit University of Nagyszombat started the regular publiation of alen-
dars ever sine 1679. These had already ontained astronomial artiles, some
of whih referred to observations made.
1
The slides of the talk are available from: http://www.konkoly.hu/staff/holl/prague/0.html
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2Figure 1. A Nagyszombat alendar
Ephemerides and other tables were published in manusript and later in
printed format. Regiomontanus, who worked in Hungary for a time, published
the "Tabulae Diretionum" and "Tabulae magna primi mobilis".
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Meanwhile, the orrespondene of astronomers provided means for ommu-
niating disoveries and observations rapidly, and this was failitated by the
regular traÆ of postal oahes. Several sienti disoveries had rst ame to
light in these letters. Feren Weiss, head of the Observatory at Nagyszombat
engaged in extensive orrespondene with renowned astronomers, like J.J. La-
lande, Ch. Mayer and P. Wargentin (Vargha 1990, 1992). These astronomers
regularly sent their results to Nagyszombat, whih gesture was reiproated by
Weiss sharing his own results.
Now the rst astronomial almana in the world was the "Connoissane
des Temps", launhed in 1679, and still surviving to this day. Apart from
astronomial tables, it also, albeit sparingly, started to inlude observations,
and general ideas and thoughts, in the form of letters addressed to the editor.
An example worth mentioning is Franz Xaver von Zah's obituary of Sylvain
Bailly, whih was inluded in the almana in the form of a letter addressed to
de Lalande.
From the mid-eighteenth entury numerous almanas were launhed one
after the other. These olleted observations made in dierent plaes. Suh
was Hell's "Ephemerides Astronomiae" (from 1756) and the "Astronomishes
Jahrbuh" from Berlin, whih was published regularly from 1774.
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IOHANNES REGIOMONTANUS: CANONES LXIII IN TABULAM PRIMI MOBILIS (Hun-
garian National Library), http://www.oszk.hu/kiallit/imelia/magyar/2/k 02 24.htm
3Figure 2. The rst astronomial journal: the "Monatlihe Corre-
spondenz", and an observatory publiation from Nagyszombat
To promote the fast exhange of information, on the rst of January 1800,
the rst astronomial journal was born. It was the "Monatlihe Correspondenz",
under the editorship of Zah - the same person who had organised the rst
international onferene in astronomy, and initiated the rst international survey
projet (searhing the "missing" planet between Mars and Jupiter).
From the 1750's ertain observatories deemed it neessary for their obser-
vations to be regularly made available in print. In Hungary, the Observatory of
Nagyszombat University issued the "Observationes Astronomiae Tyrnaviensis"
between 1756 and 1770, its editor being Feren Weiss. The Observatory later
moved to Buda together with the whole of the University. A new Observatory
built deades later on the top of St.Gellert's Hill published only one volume of
its observations.
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By the 19th entury observatory publiations (OP's) beame very impor-
tant pulling together astronomers. To see this, we only need to mention suh
grandiose projets as the Potsdam Catalogue, the BD and the Cordoba Durh-
musterung. Observations were not the only topi for OP's - the "Harvard Mono-
graphs" series published important textbooks on dierent elds of astrophysis.
Other OP's published orrespondene of astronomers, and so on. Library ex-
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Observationes Astronomiae..., Daniel Kmeth, 1821, Buda
4hange was one of the important links between institutions and soieties. The
Hungarian astronomer Karoly Nagy has established relations between the Hun-
garian Aademy of Sienes and the Amerian Philosophial Soiety, starting a
regular exhange of publiations.
The observatory founded by Miklos Konkoly-Thege in Hungary, at Ogyalla,
published the rst of its "Beobahtungen" in 1883. Several atalogues were pub-
lished by Konkoly's Observatory: a spetral atalogue, a photometri atalogue,
and photometry of variables.
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The little observatory of Kalosa published a long
series of solar observations of prominenes and sunspots.
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2. Role and value
In their prime observatory publiations arried a huge amount of information,
more than, or omparable in volume to journals. Several of them were of high
sienti standard, guaranteed by the standing of the publisher (the Observa-
tory), and the editor (most often the diretor). It had been quite usual that the
diretor was displayed as the author. OP's ontain highly important atalogues
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and observational material still used and ited.
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The most frequently ited papers published in the Konkoly Obs. Commu-
niations are those ontaining large observational material of variable stars.
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OP's provided an inexpensive means of information exhange. There would
have been no hane for Hungarian observatories in the 19th or the early 20th
enturies to ollet the material now preserved in Konkoly Obs. Library without
library exhange. About 25-30% (by volume) of the Konkoly Obs. Library
olletion onsists of OP's.
A further important role of the OP's was that they provided a unique vista
on the sienti program of the publishing institution. Today, when telesopes
are mostly national/international failities, observatories have disontinued their
publiations, and with that, we feel: they have also lost muh of their "hara-
ter".
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Spektroskopishe Beobahtung der Sterne zwishen 0
o
und -15
o
zu 7.5ter Grosse; N. Konkoly;
Halle, 1887; Beobahtungen... Ogyalla, 8/II, Photometrishe Durhmusterung des Sudlihen
Himmels, I.; A. Tass, L. Terkan; Ogyalla 1916; Publ. Kon. Ung. Astr. Obs. I. Photometrishe
Beobahtungen Verand. Sterne; A. Tass; Ogyalla 1918 - Budapest 1925; Publ. Kon. Ung.
Astr. Obs. II.
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Protuberanzen beobahtet in den Jahren 1888., 1889., 1890 am Haynald- Observatorium von
J. Fenyi S.J., Heft VIII., Kalosa, 1902
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Both the BD and HD were published in OP's.
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A reent example: Jursik et al., 2001, AJ 121, 951 ites Harvard Ann., Bamberg Vero.,
Leiden Ann., D. Dunlop Publ., Harvard Obs. Cir., Harvard Coll. Obs. Bull. among others.
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Examples from Konkoly Obs. Communiations/Mitteilungen: No. 58: Szeidl: RR Lyrae Stars
in Messier 3; No. 63: Szeidl: Some Variable Stars in Messier 3; No. 70: Szabados: Northern
Cepheids, I.; No. 71: Olah and Szeidl: Period Changes of RR Lyraes I.; No. 76: Szabados:
Northern Cepheids, II.; No. 77: Szabados: Northern Cepheids, III.; No. 80: Patkos: UBV
Photometry of SV Cam 1973-80; No. 94: Szabados: Period hanges...; No. 96: Szabados:
Northern epheids...
53. Preserving observatory publiations on the web
We maintain the following: that the rih heritage ontained in OP's should be
preserved, and made more easily aessible through the Internet. Pages should
be sanned and made available in image format, while tables should be onverted
to mahine-readable format (ASCII being the best). The important atalogues
originally published in OP's are, for the most part, available eletronially - but
smaller tables, and observational material are not. The most important task
would be digitizing those ontaining observational material still relevant, like
variable star photometry.
Bibliographi information should be entered into ADS. This is not as easy
as it may seem - for instane, Konkoly Obs. has published its ommuniations
under dierent names, while the Observatory itself has hanged name several
times.
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Not all of papers had abstrats, and the language is not always English.
Furthermore, some OP's were published by observatories that do not exist any
more.
Konkoly Obs. Mitteilungen/Communiations are already present on our
webpages. The rst 50 issues are represented merely by a table of ontents, from
No. 51. onwards there are abstrats, No. 100. is available fully in PostSript.
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ADS ontains the rst few issues of Mitteilungen/Communiations in image
form, and bibliographi information is present in the Abstrat Servie for the
full series. We intend to san all the bak issues, and provide important tables
(observational material) in ASCII as well.
4. Continuing observatory publiations on the web | preserving
web ontents in observatory publiations
We are also arguing that the tradition of observatory publiations should be
ontinued, making use of modern tehnial possibilities. We feel that today,
the primary role of OP's should be preserving ertain kinds of observational
material (i.e. photometri observations), and publishing papers based on obser-
vational material gathered with loal failities, together with the desription of
the instrumentation used.
We think that sienti standards ould be kept high: OP's should be
peer-reviewed, just like mainstream researh journals. The web ould be the
eetive means for irulation. Eletroni OP's should be losely linked to the
existing bibliographial and astronomial databases, whih provide visibility to
the papers.
The reent shift towards ommerial journals puts a heavy burden on library
budgets. Investing in its own eletroni publiation system, and aessing OP's
of others freely (in essene, the modern form of library exhange) would be muh
9
Mitteilungen der Sternwarte Budapest-Svabhegy; Astronomishe Abhandlungen des Kon.
Ung. Astr. Obs. von Konkoly's Stiftung in Budapest-Svabhegy; Mitteilungen der Konkoly-
Sternwarte Budapest-Szabadsaghegy; Mitteilungen der Sternwarte der Ung. Akad. der Wiss.
Budapest-Szabadsaghegy; Communiations from the Konkoly Observatory of the Hung. Aad.
Si.
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http://www.konkoly.hu/Mitteilungen/Mitteilungen.html
6Figure 3. The rst Konkoly Obs. Mitteilungen in ADS
7heaper to observatories than maintaining the reent subsriptions for several
journals. From the mainstream journals only the best and the most ost eetive
(noting their sienti value over prie) should be subsribed to. A referene
to the Budapest Open Aess Initiative should be made here.
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This initiative
launhed at a meeting of the Open Soiety Institute held in Budapest, alls for
free and unrestrited availability of sienti literature in eletroni form.
Konkoly Observatory ontinues the publiation of its Communiation/ Mit-
teilungen series, and new issues are fully available on the web, both in PostSript
and HTML (with tables in ASCII, starting from No. 101).
Moreover, we would put forward the idea of preserving some of the ontents
of observatory websites in the form of observatory publiations: in linear text
form, bound to nite volumes, and numbered as a part of a series. Note that
this does not neessarily involve paper. Nowadays, observatory websites ontain
huge volume of information. Arhiving, quality, referability are problems, just
to mention a few. Condensing the essene of this information in the form of
eletroni OP's would be beneial for future generations.
5. Tehnial possibilities, standards, support
To ahieve all of this, observatories need tehnologies for running their eletroni
publiations with similar servie level as present mainstream journals. An im-
portant part of this is inter-linking information with databases. Tehnologies,
standards already well established in astronomy, like the use of BIBCODE's
(Shmitz et al. 1995),
12
the tagged bibliographi desriptions used by ADS,
13
the GLU system developed at CDS (Fernique et al. 1997),
14
should be em-
ployed. Moreover, initiatives outside of astronomy should be wathed losely,
like the Open Arhives Initiative
15
(Lagoze et al. 2001) and the Open Citation
Projet.
16
The OAI aims to build the inter-operability framework for E-print
arhives, while the OpCit targets referene linking and itation analysis for open
arhives.
The Observatories need methodologial help, and strong standards are re-
quired, whih, at the same time, have to be exible enough to be of use for the
dierent kinds of publiations that will emerge. There is a need for ooperation
between astronomy libraries - both in improving the standards, and for taking
are of publiations of observatories that no longer exist.
11
http://www.soros.org/openaess/
12
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/guide/node45.html and
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs do/help pages/data.html#bibodes
13
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs do/help pages/taggedformat.html#taggedformat
14
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/glu/glu.htx
15
http://www.openarhives.org/
16
http://opit.eprints.org/
8Finding the suitable data format and arhiving/bakup/migration poliies
is of great importane. OP's that are 200 years old are still readable, modern
publiations should be preserved for just as long a time.
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